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Credit union may open next week
Needs approval from Fullerton, SJSU attorney Richardson

’Com Boothe
C

Condom
events
draw few
students
By Judith Fought
Daily staff writer
The scheduled five-event condom
pentathalon became a three -event condom triathalon because of lack of student participation on Wednesday.
"I thought a lot more people
would have been willing to participate," said Annabelle Ladao, coordinator of SJSUs National Condom
Week Events. I think it could have
turned out a lot better if more people
,had been willing to get involved."
Only lour people were willing to
play the first event. "Pin the Condom
on the Man.’.
Kalb Nalvarian. a junior majoring in international business and public
relations, was the brave first contestant.
Blindfolded. Nalvarian took careful aim and headed toward a handdrawn poster of a male. Slightly off
target, he gave the man a condom earring.
The only Female participant.
Susie Kocher, a sophomore majoring
in social science, won the event. She
almost hit the desired spot perfectly.
Kocher continued her winning
streak with a first -place finish in the
’Condom Burst’ competition as well.
In this event, each contestant was to
blow up a condom until it popped.
Early in the contest, it looked like Associated Students President Tom
Boothe was going to burst his condom
first, hut Kocher heat him to it.
The final event was the "Condom
Water Balloon Toss." Three teams of
two carefully pitched the water-filled
condoms to each other. The couples
tried their hest to avoid getting wet.
Dave Beasley and Michael Cano, two
members of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, were the victorious pair.
Kocher said she had a terrific
time participating in all of the events.
"I thought it sounded like a lot of
fun. so I decided to do it," Kocher
said. "I don’t understand why people
won’t play. It was a lot of fun."
Ladao said she was surprised at
See CONDOM WEEK. back page

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
After formal approval of its leases this week
by the Student Union Board of Directors and the
Associated Student Board of Directors, the
Washington Square Federal Credit Union is two
steps closer to becoming a reality.
With those actions, the credit union only
needs formal approval from Bruce Richardson.
general counsel tor SJSU and an associate general counsel for the California State University
System. and SJS1 President Gail Fullerton before it can begin operation.
A.S. President Tom Boothe hoped to give
the leases, signed by the two hoards. to Fullerton

or tomorrow
At a news conference earlier in the week.
Fullerton said she would approve the leases Fullerton will still seek the advice of Richardson he
fore giving the formal go-ahead.
"We’re hoping to hear from Richardson that
everything is in order." Boothe said.
It it is approved, the credit union would he
able to begin operation by the end of next week
’We picked March I as a possibility . but
we maybe able to stun sooner than that,’’ Boothe
said.
Boothe was pleased the credit union w as linatty taking shape.
’Its been a very long and hard process to

this dav At 11111eS, there was sell -daub; that all
this work would he for naught. hut today I am
satisfied,’’ he said.
The credit union had been approved for a
charter by the National Credit Union Administration in October, hut had been hogged down for
the past lour months with questions about the
names and the legality iii the operation.
Since it was not operational by the end of
the (t0 -day period Ilan. 22), credit union organiters bay e been receiving constant pressure from
hi start operation.
’I have been comparing it to being parked
40 minutes in the 30 minute /one." Boothe said.
"But now it is like being parked 50 minutes in

the 30 111111U1C ti,Ile and we e been lucky not to
get ticketed yet
At Tuesday’s meeting. SUBOD amended
the charter agreement between the A.S. hoard
and the Student Union. The action enabled the
A.S. to sublease space in the Student Union for
the credit union.
They also approved the lease that will enable the A.S. to house the credit union in the
A.S. Business Office.
A.S. agreed to the contents of the lease with
the credit union by a 8- I - I vote, while the Student Union hoard passed it with it 9-0 vote.
Under the terms of the lease, the credit
See CREDIT UNION, back page

Club comes
through with
concert take

Walking the plank

Payment
postponed
four months
By David Barry and Judith Faught
Daily staff wnters

lward fedesma --- Daily staff photographer

Members of SJSC honor society Tau Delta Phi. plank to Tosser Dail. The ceremony symbolizes the
carry on a 7I -year-old tradition of carrying their opening of their pledge period.

Four months after co-sponsoring
a concert featuring the hand Berlin. a
Santa Clara nightclub has only pal natty reimbursed the A.S. Program
Board for concert costs.
One Step Beyond averted legal
action Tuesday by paying the program
hoard $14,563.83. said Associated
Students President Tom Boothe.
He cited figures from an agreement signed by Jean Lenart, A.S.
Business Administrator, and a representative from the club. One Step
Beyond still owes the program hoard
$4,458.78 and has agreed to pay the
amount in full by March 2. Boothe
said.
The money is for expenses incurred from the Oct. 20 concert. said
Verda Alexander, program board director.
The conflict first came to public
attention during the Feb. 9 program
board meeting when the board voted to
allocate money for unspecified attorney fees. Members refused to disclose
the amount of student money allocated
or for what reason an attorney was
being hired.
The allocation was not discussed
during the meeting and when A.S.
Program Board Film Chairman Jason
Challas confessed he didn’t know what
the vote was for, he was told by other
members to abstain from the voting.
For the past week. Alexander.
Program Board Adviser Gehrke and
Lenart, had refused to comment on the
matter.
cause of the nature of the negotiations.
Boothe respected their original
opinion hut questioned their attempts
to keep it secret after bringing it up at

Problems continue for Rec Center construction crew
Dormitory
residents
left dry

Water line split in two places
By Deborah J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer

Once again. the Rec Center pool
site construction crew is facing a pipe
problem. This time two sections of a
main water line split.
One of the main line pipes of the
Student Union Recreation and Events
Center pool site came apart yesterday
at 8:30 a.m., said Jim Price, inspector
to the chancellor.
But that was the second time in
two days.
The first time was a scheduled
turnoff Wednesday from I to 5 p.m.
The water had to he turned off to relocate the main line, hut didn’t come on
again until after midnight.
The absence of a thrust block, a
device used to keep the pipe in place,
caused the pipe to split. said Barbara

Pluta. facilities design and construv
tion manager.
The contractors were out until
12:45 a.m. trying to fix the pipe, made
of a hard compression. concrete -like
material, Pluta said.
The second time the water was
cut off by a split in a section of the
pipe, Pinta said. The cleft caused a
leakage completely cutting off water tii
the residence halls and Dining Corn
mons.
" A lot of the residents are upset
because a simple everyday thing like
brushing your teeth becomes a major
problem," said Markham Hall rest
dent Kelly Zmak.
Plans for showering facilities at
Spartan Complex are being worked
out, Pluta said.
See REC CENTER, back page

Ken Ruinard

Special to the Daily

Hoover hull residents line tip for milk as an alternate% e to %tiler.

his Paige C. Berge
Daily staff writer
A planned four- our water shutoff in the dorms tumid into 24 hours:
instead, when two sections of a main
water pipe came apart at the Rec Center pool construction site.
The seven residence halls were
without water from 1 p.m until midnight Wednesday, while the Student
Union Recreation and Events Center
construction crew relocated a main
waterline, said Jim Price. inspector to
the chancellor.
See DORMS, hack page

.

Verda Alexander
. A.S. Program Board Director

the meeting.
"Negotiations are always sensitive." he said. "But I’ve been told
that you need to tell the truth. And
there comes a point when you have to
release the information.
"I don’t like the way Ted
Gehrke, Verde or the program board
handled this whole situation." Boothe
said.
Prior to the disclosure of
Smythe’s figures. Alexander said
Tuesday the amount was only $5,612
and that the debt had been paid in full
that day. However. Alexander later
said she didn’t think it was necessary
to disclose the remaining $13,410.61.
"I didn’t think it mattered
whether it was $5,188) or $11,188)."
she said. "What mattered was that all
of the money was to he paid."
The $13,410.61 was the money
that was to have been the program
hoard’s gate receipts I rom the concert.
Despite the fact that the program hoard
supervised the collection of gate receipts. One Step Beyond received the
See PROGRAM BOARD. back page

SJSU coach
accepts job
as cablecaster
By David Barry
Daily staff writer

Dick

Montgomery

spent

his Sunday afternoon preparing

lor a twig test, hut SJSU’s volleyball coach didn’t open a hook or
step into the library.
Instead, he studied the television set.
As ESPN’s selection for
color commentary on the Major
league Volleyball game of the
week. Montgomery was taking
a crash -course in broadcasting
before this weekend’s opening
game in New York.
’I watched television all
day,’’ he said. "And I listened
to (basketball announcers) Al
See COACH, back page
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Editorial

Expand the Early Warning Program
Certain SJSU instructors have at their disposal a program that will allow them to
warn students who are not meeting course
requirements within the first four weeks of the
semester.
Administrators are monitoring and expanding the program cautiously, but we believe
it should encompass all classes and all instructtws by next semester.
:
Called the Early Warning Program, it
proved to be a simple, effective way of communicating with 287 students in 133 targeted
classes last semester.
The number of targeted classes, which in:.
cludes tough business, math and english
courses, has risen to 144 this semester.
That growth is a step in the right direction.
:
We see no reason not to expand the program to
all classes, for it provides needed communication between instructors and students.
During the first steps of the program, instructors evaluate students, determine who
needs to be warned, and discreetly give them a
one -page early warning notice.
The form states the problem and lists seve-

ral solutions. Counseling Services gets the only
other copy and sends the student a list of services and workshops.
The program should be expanded because
it gives students what they don’t get enough
of feedback.
Students can then make an informed
choice to either put more effort into the course
or drop it.
The program is also valuable because it
lets students know about services and
workshops that can help.
Students are informed of workshops with
topics including library research, time management, improving study skills and note taking,
and services like the reading, writing and math
labs.
Before last semester, it hadn’t been used
here since the late 1960s when it was stopped
largely because of student protest. President
Gail Fullerton urged Counseling Services to
resurrect the program last spring.
Administrators should not hesitate and expand this effective program to all classes.

Middle East needs concessions
.
Among the most puzzling
il not exasperating problems of international proportions is strife in the Middle
East. Since its inception after World War II, Israel has been
einhroiled in battle with its Arab neighbors coloring that
historic and sacred land blood red. No longer is the Middle
East merely a regional struggle, but a polar one with East
and West at odds.
:
While the United States has unwaveringly supported.
and supplied arms to Israel; the Soviet Union has supplied
Syria. Libya and even the Palestinian Liberation Organization with the means to make war,
At the heart ol the issue are the Palestinian people.
plight has been sorely overlooked both on a national and inViewpointlooked
ternational level. But the issue
here is not to raise the specter of the Palestinian plight, but
rather to deal with those pivotal bargaining chips that may
iventually lead to a negotiated settlement
There are several key points to which both sides must
concede if there is to be peace. First, there must be the establishment of a Palestinian state between the West Bank
and Gaza. And to do that Israel must acknowledge Yassir
Arafat’s PLO. Whether Israel likes to admit it or not. Arafat
has become a stabilizing force in the conflict. The more radical factions like Abu Nidal have made Arafat the
moderate.
The time to strike a peace settlement is now. As the
more radical factions of the PLO light to solidify their own
power, it can only mean a threat to Arafat’s control; making
him ripe for negotiations. If Arafats control is dissipated it
can only mean more Arab extremism and bloodshed.
, As to Arab concessions, Israel must he unconditionally
recognized as a legiimate Jewish homeland. The Arabs
must come off their high -horse rhetoric about never acknowledging a Zionist state. Moreover, in any type of settlement, the Arabs must agree to an unconditional truce.
Also, there must he a denunciation by the PLO of temvism.
Without these concessions there can he no settlement.
As to the withdrawlal from occupied territories in not
only the West Bank. hut the Bekka Valley and the Golan
Heights, the Israelis have, at least in theory, agreed to support U.N. Security Council Resolution 242. But the Israelis
have nghtly put preconditions on implementing such a withdrawlal Arafat and the PLO have flatly refused to agree to
the preconditions. The stalemate continues.
Unfortunately, the future looks bleak. It seems appar-

Viewpoint

BOO rAMERIKK

STINKS! DAMNED
RIGHT-WING,WAR
MONGERING
PROPAGANDA!

Victor
Manuel
lnzunza
ent that as long as the conservative party in Israel. lit
Likud. remains in control, and former .Detense Minister
Arid l Sharon continues to he a major player behind the
scenes, peace will not come about.
However, there have been bright spots. The historic
meeting between Egypt’s Anwar Sadat and Israel’s Menachem Begin was one. More recently. former Israeli Prime
Minister Shirnon Peres’ meeting with Morocco’s King Ha,
sandid not accomplish much, hut was a step in the right di
rection.
It is vitally important for the United States to continue
to support Israel. The horrors of the holocaust have shown
the world the dire necessity of a Jewish homeland. But it is
disturbing to see the lack of public debate over Israeli policy
in this country. The equation of a pro-Palestinian stance or
critical view of Israel as anti-Semitic is dangerous. As long
as American politicians consider criticism of Israeli policy
as political suicide there will be little progress.
Israelis debate vehemently over which course their
country should follow. Yet we in this country tend to view
Israel as a sacred cow. Moreover, the face of Israel is changing. It is changing because the Palestinian population
within Israel proper is growing at a faster rate than the Israeli population. Palestinians average five children per family. to the Israeli average of 2.7. Yet a more subtle change is
the growing Sephardim population Jews from Asia and
Africa. With current immigration trends, the Sephardim
may soon outnumber the Ashkenazim -- - the Jews of Europe
who are currently in political and cultural power.
What these changes will mean is unknown. But policy will
undoubtedly he restructured by a new cadre of national
leaders.
As has been noted it will come down to hard concessions by both sides to achieve peace. But the price of peace
is never cheap.

STUPID MINISERIES!
ANOTHER LEFT
WING, SPINELESS,
UNPATRIOTIC, COULD
DRIVEL!
BO-TH

SHUT UP

AND LET
ME WATCH
THIS!

11-IE CAT WiTt-1 NNE LIVES

Forum Page Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express views on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone number and class level.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not be
printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bente! Ilan. or at the information
center in the Student t
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit
letters for libel, length, taste and clarity.
Editorials. appearing in the upper left corner
of the page, are the opinions of the Spartan Daily
Editorial Hoard.
eekly columns and columns appearing on a
rotating basis are written by Daily editors and reflect their individual opinions.
’
labeled I1,11,01111 are written by Daily
stall writers and are also opinions of the individual.

Letters to the Editor
Fifty-five indeed saves lives
Editor
David Witcraft, in his Feb. II letter to the editor, cites
some interesting points about safe driving, but they are not
conclusive. Statistics can he shown to disprove just about
anything - -- depending on how they were cited, how the information was collected and how many uncontrollable factors were involved.
Yes, drivers should move with the average speed of
traffic to prevent accidents, hut that speed should he consistent. So, because we already have a predesignate& consistent land safe, when compared to higher speeds) speed
limit, it is those who disregard it who are at fault.
Slower is safer! But why 55 mph? Because, in addition
to saving fuel, an accident while traveling at a lower speed
would be less serious regardless of the cause. The
chances of an accident being fatal increase with the rate of
speed.
Many factors enter into the statistics cited by Witcraft:
how the cars were constructed, whether the people were
wearing safety belts and perhaps the change in the ratio of
drunken drivers involved in fatal accidents over the past Five
years. The fact that less people have died while average
speeds and miles traveled have increased does not suggest
that driving faster is safer. The only reliable fact from the
information is that less people died.
So. why not play it safe?
.1nthiony Nein
Junior
omputer Logineering

No problems with wheelchair ramp
Editor.
On Feb. 10 an article appeared on the front page of the
Daily about the new ramp to the Business Tower. My concern revolves around the quote: "We’re having problems
with construction." referring to Engineering and Recreation
Centers. Like most people who are misquoted. I became irritated. For the record. I’m not aware of any problems with
the construction of the Engineering and Recreation Center.
The noise, the mess, and general imposition that results
from construction is a bother to the disabled, just as it is to
the rest of our campus community. We need to hear with it
and give constructive comments to those in charge so that
they can make our lives a little easier.
As a follow up to the Tuesday article, the Spartan
Daily published an editoral on Friday the 13th, "New
Wheelchair Ramp Too Dangerous." For the record, our
new ramp is not too dangerous! It has been carefully built to
meet Federal and State guildlines for which it complies. I
respect the comments made by students regarding the ramp
being slick when it rains. It probably does become slick as
most concrete will when rained upon as much as it has been
these past days. Perhaps. some kind of rubberized mat can
he placed upon the ramp to improve traction during inclement weather. If there are additional concerns, I welcome students to join our University’s Mainstreaming Advisory
Committee whose job is to work with students and staff on
their concerns. Their input and participation is always welcome!
%tartan B. Schutter
Director
Disabled Student Services Program

Peddling Backward
Paula Ray
Christiansen
Freedom lost, nothing gained
moved this past weekend
Last night there was a rape the second in
I weeks just blocks from my new home,
itwo
right off-campus.
10 my search for freedom from the classroom
figured !A get out of here and home earlier I
have imprisoned myself.
I moved-hecause I figured a change of room’ ’Mates. change in surroundings and change in traveling
distance would allow me a new freedom that I haven’t
been able to experience while I’ve been in school at
SJSU.
So. I now live in a comfortable little place two
blocks from campus, hut I take a risk if I walk alone.
So much for freedom.
was probably looking for some "free space,"
She
too. Some quiet time to walk alone and think
uninterrupted thoughts.
And her thoughts and freedom were interrupted.
invaded. raped.
A local high school recently produced a calendar
of bikini -clad neophyte girls ranging in ages from 14
to 18 years old.
There was a time when I thought attitudes toward
women were changing. We were making progress, we
were less afraid.
But with every step forward there seems to he
two steps taken backward.
The attitude that society seems to he promoting
toward women and our rights as women seems to keep
us prisoners of our own flesh.
Ten years ago this attitude was changing. but I’ve
noticed a resurgence of macho male attitudes and what
I call "anti-womanism" - and not just in men.
Women seem lobe undermining themselves.
Along with the "new" sexual ethics and return
of marriage seems to have come the return of
women as sex objects.
Young women before us fought hard so that we
could be where we are today and we seem tribe saying
"thanks, hut no thanks."
We are turning down opportunities to grow and
change society’s idea of how women should be
treated.
A friend of mine (actually my ex -roommate) admitted to me that she uses everything, including her
"womanly wiles" to make a sale in the wine business.
She smiles, she wears the "right clothes" for the
"right customers." she walks a certain way.
She has said that she doesn’t want lobe a professional business woman anymore, hut would he just as
happy to he supported by a man and not have to worry
about the push -and -shove of the corporate world.
I’ve watched the fire that I admired in her turn
into a wimpy -type, womanly mush. It doesn’t make
me angry. it just makes me scared.
Scared because it’s happening all around us
women are backsliding.
We’re changing our own image, hack to what it
was 20 years ago. Back to the attitude that created
many of the frustrations and losses of freedom that we
have in all areas of our life today.
Back to the attitudes that make it unsafe for us to
walk alone op live alone. that promote us on billboards. calendars and postcards.
Young people are receiving mixed messages and
young girls are promoting themselves in a negative
way so that they and their male cohorts can afford
a trip to Disneyland.
lilt’s not discouraged, the backslide in women’s
attitudes toward themselves will prevent these young
women from walking home alone at night.
It will make them, too, prisoners of a different
school.
Paula Rm., Christiansen, City Editor, is not a
hard-core women’s libber. She is simplv afraid
that if we do not keep peddling our strength forward, women will coast backward and lose the respect of both men and women. Peddling Backward
appears ever, Fridav .
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Letters to the Editor
Women also sexist
Editor,
I took offense to Deborah Kaplan’s Feb. 13 opinion, "Makeup an
Eyesore To the Budget." Under the
guise of writing that the money could
he better used to reduce our national
budget. Kaplan has really just given
herself an opponunity to point the
Feminist finger at men.
I object most strongly to the poor
light Kaplan cast on men. She alludes
to men being the agents who force
women to kvok such -and -such a way
by being the presidents of cosmetics
companies, for example, or by being
the ones in charge of the media image
of women. Kaplan would also have us
believe that men want women to use
lots of makeup and that the more
makeup a woman uses, the better
chance she has of attracting a "good
husband." The final insult occured as
Kaplan claimed that only the diabolical minds of men would have a scantily -clad woman advertising makeup
products.
I wish to point out that in magazines run by women, such as Cosmopolitan and other fashion magazines,
women appear in even skimpier outfits
than those with Christy Brinkley in a
swimsuit, for the audience of women
who will buy the products advertised.
Women in the world are constantly
comparing themselves to other women’s looks and dress. In the total absence of men. I believe that women
would still try to "out look" other
women. And I did not just make this
up. It is what women themselves say.
Kaplan’s perception that the use
of cosmetic products by women is directly proportional to the positive
strokes given to women by men is very
narrow and one-sided. Had she stuck
to the theme of her article (spend the
money on the national budget), she
may have been more believable.
I am very tired of listening to
women blame their problems on men.
Since the advent of what was then
called -women’s lib" to the present, I
have heard nothing but complaints
about men by women. Even worse,
feminists now argue that men are responsible for the fact that women’s
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lives are hard When MC feminists
going to realize that life is hard for Cs.
erybody’? To say that your (life) is
worse or better than mine because you
are such -and -such a way accomplishes
nothing, but shows that you do not
want to accept the responsibility for
the world you have created for yourself.
If you think makeup is detrimental, don’t wear it. If you think men
are cruel, then so are women. If you
think it’s any easier for a man to get
along in the world, you’re wrong
Wise up, Kaplan. Grow up
Sherman Amsel
Senior
Mathematics

SJSU valets deal fate

In conclusion, I know I speak on
behalf of all commuting students when
I beg that something he done about
parking at SJSU I know the parking
permit plan is not the answer for one
simple reason. At least with the present system I might he incredibly frustrated over not finding a parking space
in the garage. but I still have 75 cents
left -over with which to buy a beer to
soothe my frazzled nerves.
Tony Deszily
Graduate
Busines.

Makeup has merit
Editor,
I’d like to respond to Deborah
Kaplan’s opinion piece on the ethics of
makeup. I believe she stated some excellent views on women hiding behind
their makeup. I, myself, am guilty of
this and would never even consider
leaving the house unless I was properly primped and powdered.
However. I do believe that
women look better with makeup.
Surely Kaplan has viewed one or two
afternoon shows featuring "before and
after" makeovers. Can anyone honestly believe that women look better
"au natural"
True beauty does come from
within. How else would marriages survive after daily viewing of women
(and men) in the first rays of morning.
with sand -filled eyes and greasy hair?
But just because a man can love a
woman for looking like this -- every
single morning -- does not mean that
he needs to go through it all day.
Thank you for expressing your
views. I’ll just stick to my Lancome (I
also have a completely undetectable
concealer -- really).
Stephanie L. Hopkins
Graduate
Teaching program

Editor,
When I started graduate studies at
SJSU. I was fully aware that there
would he certain individuals at the university who would have a profound effect on my life.
I thought maybe my finance instructor, through bestowing on me the
intricate techniques of successful investing and money management,
might he one of those individuals.
But as 1 examine my academic
pursuits further, I find there is one individual who exercises such control
over my state of existence that it boggles the mind. I am. of course, referring to the little guy who guards the
entrance of the 10th Street garage. For
it is through his daily ritual of either allowing or denying entrance into his
hallowed stalls that the tone of my day
is set.
If I’m fortunate enough to gain
entrance, my mind is at ease, my
thoughts are lucid and I can fully concentrate on the academics at hand.
However, if I’m denied entrance, I
first must face the decision of whether
to park my car in the South Campus
parking lot and miss half of a class, or
risk certain ticketing by parking at any
other place that is remotely convenient.
As if the mere possesion of such
awesome power were not enough, the
little guy teases us with mercy. Picture
30 or so automobiles in a holding pattern around the garage with the drivers
straining to catch a glimpse of even the
subtlest twitch of motion from the little
guy, which might possibly indicate an
intention of allowing a fortunate handful of cars in. Imagine the anguish and
frustration of the driver who just
rounded the corner after another unsuccessful pass by the entrance
only to see the little guy is inching
closer to the harrier to remove it. Try
to envision the rage of the poor commuting student when the little guy replaces the barrier ,with a grin of such
sadistic satisfaction, while motioning
that the driver must return to the holding pattern. And, then, there is the joy
of seeing the little guy finally move the
barrier, knowing that you will finally
make it into the garage amidst a rush
of cars careening toward you jealous of your stroke of luck. Oh, the
power the little guy has over fate.

Editor,
In regard to Deborah J. Kaplan’s
opinion "Makeup an Eyesore To the
Budget," which ran on Friday. Feb.
13, I find it interesting that, to her, the
typical SJSU female has "perfectly
coiffed hair, a decent wardrobe of
which a least one article would include
something with Greek letters embossed on it and enough makeup to
start her own cosmetic company."
Apparently Kaplan has been
overexposed to the sun. After four
years on this campus, I find that it is
impossible to define the typical SJSU
female. Only a reporter with a deadline to meet would stoop to such a generalization.
Who has perfectly coiffed hair
after spending 30 minutes in traffic
hunting for a parking space? Her idea
of a decent wardrobe must also include
Levis and sweats. Additionally, the
typical SJSU woman I’ve seen has
clothing not embossed with Greek letters hut. rather. "Hard Rock Cafe,
London, New York, L.A.. etc...
M. Stevens
Senior
Psychology

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students hoard of
,iirectors has a new controller.
Robert Cruz. by a 8-0-2 vote of
the hoard Wednesday, has been appointed to fill the vacancy left by GahrielMiramontes.
Miramontes announced his resignation at the A.S. meeting two weeks
ago, hut stayed on until Wednesday’s
meeting.
Miramonies resigned to devote
more time to school and because he
was growing tired of the position, he
said .
Four people, including Cruz, applied for the opening. The other three
were: Michael McLellan. chairman of
the board of the Washington Square
Federal Credit Union; Gregg Rose,
A S. executive assistant acting as vice
president of finance: and Gerald Re.
post, a sophomore majoring in accounting.
Last week, they were interviewed
by a five-person hoard. The board then
gave its selection to Tom Boothe, A.S.
President. At Wednesday’s meeting,
Boothe had Victoria Johnson, A.S. director of personnel, present the selection.
Cruz had been Miramontes
choice from the beginning.
"I knew at the start of thc semester that I was going to resign." Miramontes said. "So I was looking for a
person with good leadership qualities
to apply - and that’s why I asked
Robert."
Cniz, 24, is a senior majoring in
finance management. He has been attending SJSU for five semesters.

"There are a lot of things I can do
in this position." Cniz said. "I want
to uphold the integrity that Gabriel
brought to the position.
Cruz also saw another advantage
to the position.
"There are also opportunites to
get some experience at a small and interpersonal level," he said.
Cruz is currently the interim president of the Hispanic Business Association. In addition, he serves on the
Executive Council of Business Students, and on El Concilio, the governing council of Hispanic groups on
campus.
He has worked in group management for Pacific Bell and in treasury
operations during his internship at Anhaueser Busch in St. Louis.
"These were my main areas of
work experience (and) should help
me." Cruz said.
The controller is involved in four
areas. Miramontes said.
They are: budget groups, requisitions, special allocations and the program board. The controller also serves
on the Student Union board of directors.
A.S. is expected to name the
newest director of business affairs at
next week’s meeting. Last week. Scott
Davies resigned from the position.
Three people have applied for the
vacancy. They are: Monica Cushing, a
business -finance major; Denise McLean, a business-finance major, and
Repast, who applied for both positions.
The selection committee will
meet and give its final choice to
Boothe.

Coeds stereotyped
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WASHINGTON (AP, - The government will use
restroom monitors, thermometers and toilets filled with
blue water to prevent cheating on urine tests as it
launches a program to detect drug use among civil servants, a published report said yesterday
The guidelines the government will follow in conducting the tests were to he announced today by Attorney General Edwin Meese III, Health and Human Services Secretary Otis R. Bowen and Office of Personnel
Management Director Constance M. Homer, according
to The Washington Post.
Under the guidelines. monitors will he in the restrooms hut will stay outside the toilet stalls while employees’ urine specimines are given, the newspaper said.
However, toilets in the stalls will he filled with blue
water and the temperature of the samples will he taken
within four minutes to ensure their accuracy.
"At the collection site, toilet -bluing agents shall he
placed in the toilet tanks so the reservoir of water in the
toilet howl remains blue," the guidelines said.

Reagan contradicted self
LOS ANGELES (AP) President Reagan contradicted himself about authonzing Israel’s first shipment
of arms to Iran in two meetings with the special commission probing the Iran -Contra affair, a newspaper reported.
After telling the commission headed by former Sen.
John Tower, R -Texas, that he authorized thc August
1985 shipment, Reagan requested a second meeting with
the panel three weeks later to say he was mistaken and
had not approved the shipment, the Los Angeles Times
said in its Thursday editions.
Reagan’s contradictory statements are expected to
he cited in a Tower Commission report, the newspaper
said.
Conflicting accounts of the operation given to the
Senate Intelligence Committee by White House Chief of
Staff Donald T. Regan and former National Security Adviser Robert C. McFarlane also will be cited, the Times
said.
The newspaper quoted unidentified White House
sources.
The commission has concluded that the main reason
Reagan decided to send arms to Iran was to obtain its assistance in gaining the release of American hostages in
Lebanon, despite the president’s contentions that the
main goal was to establish relations with that country’s
"moderate elements," one source told the Times.
The report is scheduled to he sent to Reagan on
Feb. 26.

Soviets release another

%sc can get tickets:* Mrs Begun said. Boris is Begun’s
son from a previous marriage.
"I was told my husband will he freed tomorrow, in
the second half of the day." she told The Associated
Press by telephone.
Begun, a teacher of Hebrew, was pardoned Tuesday by a decree of the Supreme Soviet, the nominal national parliament. He was sentenced in 19143 to seven
years an prison for anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda.
A Soviet official had announced has release prematurely an a television interview on CBS last Sunday.
Mrs. Begun and Boris said other dissidents freed
from Chistopol recently told them Josef Begun is the last
remaining prisoner held there for alleged anti-Soviet activity. At least ISO dissidents have been released in the
past three weeks, and officials have said an equal number of cases are under revievs

Homeless funding OK’d
WASHINGTON (A?)- A H114.1SC panel approved
unanimously by voice vote yesterday legislation to provide $500 million this year in emergency aid for housing
and food programs for the homeless.
The House housing and community development
subcommittee voted to approve a substitute measure offered by Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez, D-Tex., which
retains the $500 million offered in a hill by the House
Democratic leadership hut establishes an Interagency
Commission on Homelessness which would coordinate
all federal programs for street people.
The full House Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is scheduled to take up the hill next Wednesday. Floor action could come March 4.
The hill states, "The federal government has a
moral obligation, a governmental responsibility and an
existing capacity to fulfill a more effective and responsible role to meet the basic human needs and to engender
greater respect for the human dignity of the homeless

Youngster can’t take bar
NEW YORK (AP) The youngest lawyer in the
United States has been denied permission to take the
state’s bar exam because of his age.
The Court of Appeals has ruled that Steve Baccus,
17, cannot take the examination because he is not yet 21.
"I think it’s crazy," Baccus’ mother, Florence
Baccus, said. "It’s irrational. Here’s a young man who
has a license to practice law in the state of Florida and he
is not even allowed to take the bar exam in New York."
Baccus graduated from New York University at 14.
He then attended the University of Miami law school and
passed the Florida bar at 17 after receiving an age waiver
from that stale, making him the youngest lawyer in the
country.
He now is studying for his master’s degree in computer science at New York University.

Psychiatrist Anatoly Koryagin
MOSCOW (AP)
came home yesterday after five years in a labor camp,
and officials said Jewish activist Josef Begun would he
out of prison in 24 hours, nearly a week after his release
was first announced.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Gennady Gerasimov
BERKELEY (AP) University of California offireported the releases at a news briefing. Koryagin, who
had accused authorities of putting sane dissidents in psy- cials are investigating an embezzlement scam that may
chiatric hospitals, and Begun were among the most have spread to universities and colleges throughout the
prominent dissidents still held, hut other well-known ac- Bay area.
Ida Johnson, a former financial aid assistant at UC
tivists remain in prisons or labor camps.
Berkeley, was sentenced to two years and eight months
Begun, 55, was still at Chistopol Prison yesterday.
An Interior Ministry official telephoned Begun’s in state prison and fined $10,000.
Court records indicate that Johnson and others
wife Irma Wednesday and told her to go to the prison.
500 miles east of Moscow, for her husband’s release Fri- wrote checks to friends and relatives who were non -students. A portion of the money was then kicked hack to
day.
"Boris and I will he going to Chistopol as soon as them.

Cal finds embezzlement

Revived warning program
New controller named
keeps students on their toes

Was. Account Execultvisa
Carol Rube; She.. Cmo, Renee Crlivilhafy

Drug tests to be monitored

Shakespeare hits SJSU
Shakespeare lovers, hark! Your
day is today.
SJSU will be having Shakespeare
Day. Featuring lectures. demonstralions and workshops, the event will
run from 8:10 a.m. until 1:30 p.m. in
the Studio Theatre in Hugh Gillis Hall.
Paul Whitworth, a former memher of the Royal Shakespeare Company in England and a visiting prolessor of theater arts and humanities at the
University of California at Santa Cruz,
will cap Shakespeare Day with a per-

formance of Hamlet at It p.m.
"He’s a wonderful performer,"
said Theresa Larkin, professor of
drama at SJSU. "We’re all really
looking forward to this. ’ ’
Shakespeare Day will begin with
actor/director Neil Freeman, an expert
in text analysis, lectunng on the content of Shakespeare’s work
Afterward, Whitworth will take
over, lecturing on the language of the
material.
Tickets are $3

By Tom Dunlap
Daily staff writer
Students not doing well in selected classes will be warned this semester. the second consecutive term
SJSU has used the Early Warning Program.
The number of targeted classes
has risen from 133 last semester to
144, the program coordinator said, and
he wants to see it used in all SJSU
classes.
"(The program) is an easy and
comfortable way to communicate with
students who may he having problems," said Ken Dorn, program coordinator.
A majority of instructors who
participated in the program last semester want to continue and expand the
program to their other classes. Dorsi
said.
Counseling Services restarted the
program last semester on a request
from President Gail Fullerton, he said.
SJSU used the program until the
late 1960s when it was stopped because of student unrest and lack of faculty participation, he said

A total 01 287 students were
warned last semester. Dorsi said.
Teachers haven’t started the process yet this semester, he added.
Instructors in the targeted classes
evaluate students through tests,
quizz.es, attendance or other means
during the first four weeks of the semester, he said.
After deciding which students
need lobe warned, instructors fill out a
form and give one copy to the student
and another to Counseling Services.
Dorst said.
Instructors choose among five
problem areas listed on the form.
Solutions and advice are also
listed.
Counseling Services also sends
out a packet to the chosen students de14
11
services
and
scribing
workshops, Dora said.
Often it’s just a matter of letting
students know that the services and
workshops exist, he said.
"Some students drop the course
immediately after they receive the

Spartaguide
SJSU art students are displaying a
show of paintings and prints from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m in the Art Building
Gallery S. The display ends today.
Call Jon Shult at 293-1952 for information
The Associated Students Leisure
Services is holding sign-ups for the
Color Analysis Workshop today from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the A.S.
Business Office. Call Bnan Burke at
277-2858 for information.
The Community Committee for
International Students is holding a
"Conversation in English" group
from 1230 to 2:30 p.m. today in the
Administration Building, Room 222.
All international students are invited.
Call Muriel Andrews at 279-4575 for
information
The Chicane Alliance will hold a
meeting trom 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. today
in the Student Union Guadalupe

Room. Call Elaine Alvarado at 2773106 for information.
Akhayan Club will hold a "Get
Together" pot -luck from 7 to 10 p.m.
tonight at the Nonhside Community
Center. Call Joshua L. Francisco at
734-4445 for information.

warning,- Dora said.
"They realize they can’t handle
the work right then, which is a good
thing," he added.
Targeted courses include Bust,
ness 20. History 15A, English IA, and
"a long list of math courses," Dorsi
said.
"Students were very receptive
(last semester)." said English Prof.
John Pollock.
"I only gave the form to two or
three students and they were able to
pass (the course)," he said
He said it only takes a couple
minutes to fill out, because it is "such
form."
simple
a
Undergraduate Studies and the
associate deans of curriculum for each
school at MU decide which classes
will he targeted. said Leon 1)orosz, associate academic vice president of Undegraduate Studies.
"We’re pleased with how it went
last semester," Dorosz said.’ We’ll
continue to evaluate it each semester to
see if changes need lobe made."

,5fit*ffi
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’The Career Planning and Place
ment Center will hold "Interview I" at
1:30 p.m. Monday lo the Student
Union Costanoan Room. Techniques
for effective interview presentation
will he shown. Call Deb Boogaard at
277-2272 for information
The Career Planning and Placement Center will hold "Resume I" at
3:30 p.m. Monday in the Student
Costanoan
Room.
The
Union
workshop will focus on how to prepare
marketable letters and resumes. Call
Deb Boogaard at 277-2272 for information.

SJSU WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL

Spartan Gymnasium
at 4th & San Carlos
Students $1
Adults $3
toe Information Call
277
-FANS
(408)
Funded by Associated Students

Sports
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SJSU slugger Anderson
enjoys California style
By Jeff Goularte
Daily stall write,
SJSU baseball player Rick Anderson was one person who knew the
way to San Jose.
Anderson. a junior outfielder and
one of’ the more consistent players or
the 9-4 Spartans, came to SJSU via
Yakima Valley Community College in
Yakima, Wash.
Transfers are not unique at SJSU
Fifteen current Spartan team members
are transfer student/athletes, but Anderson is an exception.
He wasn’t recruited by SJSU. In
fact. Anderson didn’t know a single
San Josean. let alone SJSU coach Sam
Piraro. before enrolling last fall and
walking -on the team.
Ever since his grade school years,
Anderson harbored the dream of playing baseball in California. That’s why
Anderson ended up in San Jose.
"Ever since I was 10," Anderson
said, "I had a dream of playing college baseball in California. I wanted to
get away from small-town Washington
and compete at the California level.
Throughout his early years. Anderson kept dreaming and developing
his athletic ability
High
Burlington -Edison
At
School, Anderson was a football letplayer.
terman and an all -state baseball
Anderson began his collegiate career at Yakima Valley. and was twice
named a second -team all -conference
performer. In two seasons, he batted
.340 with six home runs.
Several Washington universities.
including the University of Washington. Washington State and Gonntga,
offered Anderson scholarships, hut he
desperately wanted to leave his home
state. His rationale behind such a
move is easily justified.
"I figured if I could compete in
Washington. I could compete here."
Anderson said.

’I’d play bra
doughnut. My ultimate
goal is to play in the
major leagues. I love
the game and would
play anywhere.’
Rick Anderson,
SJS1 outfielder
His current statistics verity his
confidence.
After 13 games. Anderson is one
of the top Spartan Miters with a .317
hutting average. lie has 13 hits, including one douhle, two triples and the
team’s lone home run. He also leads
the team in RBI with 14.
Anderson has been one the biggest surprises for the Spartans, in what
many baseball "experts’’ thought
would he a rebuilding year. Piraro said
he is glad the 6 foot -2 -inch outfielder/designated hitter chose SJSU
"Rick is a real pleasure to
coach," Pirafit said ’lie’s a good kid
and always gist.. us a good effort.
"If I had to pick one or two offensive catalysts or our team. Anderson would he one," the first -year
coach said. "We expect Kick to drive
in runs and hit the long ball I or us."
Anderson said he is also glad he
decided to attend SJSU
’’Moving is the scariest thing I’ve
ever gone through. hut I have no regrets,’’ he said
Despite his intik idual success.
Anderson remains very much team oriented and said the team is supportive of tune another.
"We are all pretty much in it together...
’This team is

MUCII 4:10Sef it1.111 anx other team I’ve
played on "
Anderson credits Piraro for the
team’s togetherness Specifically. Pi rant organiteil a team "canip-out" in
the South Campus weightroom before
fall practice hegan.
"All the players got to meet each
other." Anderson said "The campout was our stepping stone for a success! tit season."
1 ike most baseball players, Anderson would welcome the chance to
play protesstonally.. Agreeing to contract tennis, a problem confronting
many players today, would not he difficult for him.
"I’d play Mr a doughnut," Anderson said. "My ultimate goal is to
play in the major leagues. I love the
game and would play anywhere. But
I’d like to play liw the Chicago (’ubs.’’
The only serious problem Anderson has laced at SJSU has been financial in nature. Anderson is an out -of
state student, and since he did not receive a lull -scholarship the was given
a partial scholarship) or doesn’t accept
financial assistance from his parents.
he had to generate about $2,000 tor tuition.
To accomplish that. Anderson
burned both ends ol the proverbial
candle or lWO and one-half months.
lie worked at a local gas station from
11 p.m. to 7 a.m.. went to school during the day and practiced in the al-

sleamidill’was just trying to get by." he
The hard work and dedication to
his dreatn is paying oil.
"I never imagined things would
work out this well," Anderson said.
"Goals are worth trying for. I never
want to say what if.’’
At least SJSU doesn’t have to
wonder "w hat
Rick Andci .11 had
not found hi w ,It I 5.111111SC

Spartans eye fifth straight
Craig Khotruss
Spartan outfielder Rick Anderson checks the sign
Front the coach before halting against Stanislaus Slate

ally sta

f photographer

Feb. 10. Anderson, a computer science major from
Burlington, Wash., was a walk-on this season.

Basketball team loses to UCSB
By David Barry
(may stall writer
A Gerald Thomas missed tree throw with no time left condemned
the SJSt1 basketball team to a 53-52
loss to host 11C -Santa Barbara on
Thursday night.
Santa Barbara had taken the
lead with five seconds lett when
Ireshman Carrick Dellart nailed a
ISS-looter
SJSU then got the hall under
their own basket and needed a basket to win.
SJSU litrwanl George Puou in hounded the hall to Thomas who
went up for a shot One referee originally declared the game over But
alter listening to the arguments of
SJSU head coach Ifill Berry and asNIA.1111Ii

1).1,C

HMI \11111,IC.

relcrees agreed to put Thomas at the
line or a one-and-one
Thomas needed one to tie the
game and to receive the bonus.
However, his tree throw hit the hack
rim and the contest was at an end.
’ We were very lethargic,"
Bollwinkle said. "We couldn’t get
the tempo up to where we would
have liked it have been We had a
chance to win at the end but we
mtssed the free throw."
With the loss. SJSU drops to 7lt in PCAA play and 11-13 overall.
If SJSU would have won, they
would have been in a second -place
tie with New Mexico State.
Instead, Santa Barbara. which
is now at 7-7 in PCAA and 12-12
mei-ill. moves ahead of the Spartans. w ho drops mio tourdi place

Once again, the Spartans had
trouble early on. They were held
scoreless for the first four minutes of
the contest and later for another
three and a half minutes By halftime, SJSU trailed 24-22 to the Gauchos.
One reason for the Spartans
early scoring troubles was the non production of Reggie Owens and
Ricky Berry.
While Owens, who would foul
out mid -way through the second penod, finished the hall and the game
with no points. Berry. the Spartans
leading scorer with a 20.0 average.
managed only four first-half points
and finished the game with II.
Puou led the Spartans with 12
points. while Brian Vaughn% led
1(511 V. ith I; points

Baseball team hosts SFS today, Cal Poly Saturday
By Jeff Coularte
Daily staff writer
SJSU baseball coach Sam Piraro should have a homer
idea of just how improved the 1987 Spartans are after this
weekend’s games against San Francisco State and Cal Poly
at Municipal Stadium.
Piraro. whose Spartans have won four straight, said
both the Gators and Mustangs are potent hitting teams. and
this has him worried because SJSU pitchers have yet to face
a real powerful team.
"These games will he a good test for us." Piraro said.
"Cal -Poly and S.F. State are good offensive teams. They
swing the hat real well."
If there is one constant on SJSU. though, it’s pitching.
Spartan hurlers have kept SJSt1 in every game this year
except a 13-9 loss to Nevada -Reno and a 9-1 setback to Sacramento State.
The team ERA is an impressive 3.06. Individually.
starter Al Bacosa leads the team with a nearly impeccable
ERA of 0.39 and a 3-0 record. Power-pitcher Anthony Telford’s record stands at 2-2 and his ERA is an impressive
2.30. Dan Archibald has a 3-0 record and a 2.96 ERA
Piraro said Archibald would start against the 0-1 Gators Friday. SFS has tenatively scheduled Bob Fanucchi 1011 to start against the 9-4 Spartans.
Saturday, Cal -Poly and SJSU will play a doubleheader. In the first game. SJSU will start Telford, who has a
5 -to- I strikeout -to-walk ratio. Archibald will go after his
I ourth win in the nightcap.
The 2-7 Mustangs will probably throw I.ee Hancock

1(1-2) and Eric Yeager 01-1) at the Spartans. Cal -Poly coach
Steve McFarland said.
Piraro thinks his top three pitchers will he up for the
challenge.
"11 the.s.pitch like they can." the first -year coach said.
"we have a good shot at winning.
But the Spartans must improve their offensive production to continue their winning ways. especially before
PCAA league competition begins in late March Piraro said
the average score in the PCAA last year was 9-6.
So far this season. Spartan pitchers are surrendering
about three runs per game, which is outstanding in the era of
the aluminum bat. The SJSU til I ensiy e crew averages about
use runs per game.
Pinto, is concerned with the lack of offensive clout.
hut remains confident the team will rebound.
"You can’t ask teams to win 2-0 or 2- I all the time,"
Piraro said. "I think we can score, it’s just a matter of relaxing and not pressing too hard. Our offensive system is complex and we have been hitting a lot of balls right at people.
It’s just a limiter of time helore we get mm track."
After Ii games, the leading Spartan hitters with more
than 20 at hats include outfielder Rob Thomas. leading the
team with an average cit 436: infielder Eric Nelson, second
with a .133 average: outfielder Rick Anderson. hitting .317:
and outfielder Rod Pierce who is halting .300.
Anderson leads the team with 14 RBI and has SJSU’s
only home run. Nelson is second in RBI with eight, and
Thomas and infielder Fernando Viera each have five.

Gymnasts look for win in PCAA opener
Stephen Ellison
Daily staff wraer
Alter hreak mg the team vaulting
record al Cal last Friday. the SJSU
women.s gymnastics team will try to
keep its momentum alive The team
laces UC,Santa Barbara at 7:30 tonight in its first PCAA meet
Although they suffered their first
losses tut the season. the Spanuns
scored a season -high 173.45 in a trimeet against 19th -ranked LIC-Berkeley and Seattle -Pacific University at
Berkeley
Sophon
Mayumi Nakan led
the way for the Spanans with an allaround score of 15.85. tops on the
team for the season She tied for second on the balance heam with a career high’) 25 and placed fifth overall.
"1 a/a I liettencourn or Mickey

Spartan Weekend
BASEBALL: San Francisco St.,
Municipal Stadium, today, 2 p.m ; Cal
Poly, Municipal Stadium, Saturday.
noon (OH)
WOMEN’S TENNIS: Foothill
College, South Campus, today, 2
pm
SOFTBALL: Chico St , PAL
Stadium. today, 6 p m (DH)
WOMEN’S GYMNASTICS: UCSanta Barbara, Spartan Gym, today,
7:30 P.m
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL: Fullerton St Fullerton. Saturday, 7:30
m
WRESTLING:
Fresno
St.,
Fresno today, 730 pm Stanford.
Spartan Gym, Saturday. 7.30 p m
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SJSU’s season thighs on the sarims events are 43.9 on the vault, 43.11
on the bars, 43.6 on the beam and 44.2
on the Boor.
Spartan standout Sheila HughesTsarnas continues to vie for individual
honors in the PCAA. She is currently
ranked second on the beam (9.35),
The Gauchos 12-5). idle last second tun th- iltxur (9.25) and fourth
week, are led by freshman Melissa on the bars (9.2). The team’s other seHennessee. who excels in all lour nior. Bettencourt, is fourth in the floor
events. Her top all-around perfor- (9.15) and fifth on the vault 19.11.
mance of 35.9 includes team highs on
Nakaji is third in the conference
the vault, the balance beam and the
on the beam with a 9.25. The top live
floor exercise.
all-around performers in the PCAA are
As a team. the Gauchos’ top all from Fullerton State.
score this year is 170.35, which they
To succeed in tonight’s meet.
tallied in their meet against Cal State’ Walker is relying on solid routines in
Northridge two weeks ago. Their top the floor exercise and the bars.
scores in each ol the tour events are
’Our floor routines keep looking
44.6 in the vault. 42.75 on the uneven
in
beam
and
balance
for
the
41.6
bars,
the floor exercise. 43.7.
(Lora WI):mon) can wall wake we
happy if one of them will break the individual vault record this Ncckenil."
SJSU coach Jackie Walker said "It is
now the only record remaining that has
not been broken since I took over as
head coach three years ago."

Sports Shorts
Men’s l’ennis
The SJSU men’s tennis team de
reified Pacific 8-1 Thursday afternoon
at South Campus
The Spartans top live seeds, Malcom Allen. Tom Sheehan, Paul Car hone. Gary Peralta and Redo %Marten
won their -singles matches SJSU
swept all three doubles matches

IFC Basketball
In Wednesdas night’s Interfraternity basketball action Alpha Tau
Omega knocked off Sigma Nu 411-27:
Delta Sig stopped the Fins 32- 1)1: in an
upset Theta Chi surprised the Pikes 3410: Sigma Chi squeaked by Delta Upsilon 29-28: Kappa Sigma mauled the
SIITIMICS 73-13 and the Teke’ grit by
the Phi Delis 17-31

better and better,’ Walker said. "The
dance is coming along line, hut we
need to put sonic energy into our practice tumbling to raise those scores a
little.
"Sheila and Mayumi showed iniprovement on the bars in swing and
adjusting to different bars," Walker
said. "The rest of the team still needs
to work on both of those areas."

EIAT
Call days, eves, or weekends
(415) 327-0841
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SPARTANS
VS
CHICO STATE

(Doubleheader) CSEDD
February 20th
6:00 p.m.
SJSU WOKEN’S SOFTBALL

PAL Stadium (King Rd exit at 280)
SJSU Students $1.00
Adults $3.00

For further information call (408) 277-FANS
Funded by Associated Students

Starts February 27th at Theatres everywhere.
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One SJS1 school and two academic departments refused applications due to an influx of applicants The
School of Engineering, with the exception of aerospace engineering, and the Nursing and ()cccupational Therapy de penmen’s are closed to first-time freshmen and transfers.

What to do with 5,600 students currently enrolled in
SJS graduate programs if the proposed budget cuts are approved is plaguing Graduate School dean, Dr. Gerald
Wheeler.
Realizing that sacrifice of the highly praised graduate
school is expensive, both academically and financially, Dr.
Wheeler said, "If the budget goes through, We just can’t afford to educate graduate students and we lust have to face

President Gail Fullerton said she will approve the lease
for the Washington Square Federal Credit Union. alter the
legal stall approves it.
More Fullerton can OK it, the lease must he sent to
Bruce Richardson. general counsel for the California State
University system.
Interfraternity Council adviser Jan Mums announced
she will resign after Feb. 24. She cited personal problems as
her reason for leaving. Muzcis was hired in July.
Eleven women who posed for the "1986 Women of
San Jose State- calendar have received obscene phone calls
fmm a man posing as a police officer. The University Police
Department have been investigating the incidents, but have
not apprehended anyone.
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Acting Program Commission Chairman Hector Lizard’
resigned two days ago, leaving the commission leaderless
and practically inoperative.
Lizardi was appointed last week by A.S. President
John Rico to replace Briding Newell. who Rico fired earlier
that day.
"Why did I resign? For reasons that I won’t go into
now," Lizard’ said.
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Sports
The Spartan football team signed 27 new players for
season. John Collins from Phoenix Community College in Phoenix. Ariz . a first lean) JC All-American, is the
top recruit.
next

Four former and current SJSU students placed in the
World Trials judo tournament, held last Saturday in Colorado Springs, Colo. at the Olympic Training Center.

A man suspected of robbing a local supermarket of
$34.018 was chased by a group of SJSU students and cornered near the Spartan Pub yesterday before being arrested
by University Police Sgt. Marvin Maloney.
Binh Quach, owner of the My-Thanh Super Market at
150 Santa Clara St.. told university police that he was carrying a hank deposit hag containing cash and checks when a
man forcibly took the bag. ripping Quach’s shirt in the process.
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Animal trainer bumped off by camel
MEAD VALLEY (AP) --A man
who trained exotic animals for use in
show business was attacked and killed
by a camel at his compound.
Howard Johnson. 63, apparently
was handling the camel in a corral
when the animal pinned him on the
ground. He died of his injuries at Riverside General Hospital. said his
brother. Loyd Johnson.
Johnson’s body was found by his
partner. Janett Kutchell. Together they
operated Howard and Jan’s Exotic Animal Rentals in Mead Valley. about 65
miles southeast of Los Angeles. where
he trained and leased elephants,
horses, camels, chimpanzees and dogs
for films, television and stage shows.
His animals also appeared at

Johnson owned a pet
store where he bought
his first elephant.

county fairs, store openings, and at
such places AS Lion Country Safari in
Orange County and a hotel floor show
in Las Vegas, Nev.
A native of Roper, Kan., Johnson
grew up on a farm. In the 1950s, he
owned a pet store in Tacoma. Wash..
where he bought his first elephant. He
later came to California and managed
the dog kennel at Disneyland, then

Gene Mahoney
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went to work for other movie animal
enterprises.
Eventually, he built his own inventory of elephants and started giving
rides and shows at Lion Country Safari. From there, he moved to Mead
Valley and started his independent
rental business.
In 1983, state fish and game officials asked him to temporarily care for
a 5,500-pound elephant after it killed a
warden at Lion Country Safari, then
went on a three-hour rampage, smashing a pickup truck and forcing the temporary closures of two freeways near
the park.
Johnson. who was divorced, is
survived by seven children, two brother, and a sister.
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Home On The Range

Bill Lukas
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ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
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Mns, grad A undergrad Expertence horn clerical lo posIgrad,
introto-eMovert WE NEED YOU
Neer campus IC F F PO Box
952. S J 95108. call 780-5055

and brochure see A S
cell (406)371-6811

g the
cond
317:

Office or

AUTOMOTIVE
VW "DING" WANTED. Will buy. call
Pt 667-2965
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MOM
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Enroll now. Save your f.th. eyes
end money too For information
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DENTAL OPTICAL

STUDENT

CHEVY NOVA. ps-pb-ac. 118. 7dr.
new try brks, esc cond Must see
$2500 Do Mike 991-4363 days

’77 HONDA ACCORD. S spd runs
great, good condition, new Nes
$1500 Do cell 246-5926
99533 HD SPORSTER STUCK Low
miles. exp., garaged. wail kepi.
mcallent condltion 53,850 call
248-5714, mornIngs

and

COMPUTERS
WE

IBM COMPATIOl F com
XT comp.le system for
AT complete system for

Sf1.1
pub.

$570.
$1195 PC-COM, computer & ec
Cessorkel 404 S 3rd St . corner of
San Salved.. 295 1006 We ac
cut Visa or MC
XT. $995 CLONE 20MR, 6406. 47
61.17. graph. monk, floppy AT.
$1995 400.1R, 10246 (415) 783
8128

FOR SALE

A Set 9 304.-3prri
nr ro elen
Will train Call for spot 266-8201
JOBS. JOBS. JOBS. Ideol for stu
dents Join our Marketing staff
Teke neve and renewal megazim
orders by phone Mon-Wed. &
Set A Sun Ouletanding earning
potentiel G11370-9090
PART A FULL TIME RETAIL Hfl P..
National tIrm preperIng for Spring
A Summer work if .cepted, you
will aim $11 75 starting, PT 1201
eam per v. equal $235 FT 1401
earnings per wk equal $470 No
.op Is needed because of our Inlensive on the job training pmgram Good math & reeding skills
w e plus Some evening & weekend positions ere avalleble
some herIblilty Is ellowerd during
11.1 exams In addition. It you
qualify. corporate scholarships
are awarded. Internships are possible. & you may awn 2.3.4 credit. qtr or ...lee. During your
winter, spring & .paclelly summer break full time work 15 avail
Call loday for info A an interview.
or coil Mon Fri between 10am
2prn 275.9885 If the kne Is busy,
plea. bo .0.1 A try again An
equal opportunity company
PART-TIME

CI ERICAL

&pros
70
hrs wk, phones, type, dais entry,
clear Engtish sporeleng Contact
Denise 2T7-3238(on campus)

PART TIME JOBS.. We marker auto
club memberships for the rnmor
oN conmenles Part emir, easy
hours, votekly psychecks 07 to
SI 5 hourly commission, complete
training provided Groot experience for your r.umo 0 C SMITH
CORP , 247-0570
SALES. $13-$10 hr. kook.
hours Great customer list stxn
Thumb
Green
IMMEDIATFI ’I
Lawn Service 249-0558

PHONE

FUTONS. GRAND OPENING SALE et
our neer location Save 10% on all
futons up to 25% on ell frames
through Feb 20111 Customs Fu
ton. A Pillows Plus. 900 5 Win
chest. Blvd (between Moorpark
& WillipInpi Son Jose 296-6101

0222, In Cate (21314774726. Or
rush 52 00 to Reseerch Assistance, 11322 Idaho An., 0206S. Los Angeles. Ca 90025 Cus-

OWN A NEW GRAND
10-speed for less than
1185 MHC Bicycle Sales offers
loot -cost tronsportalion needs for
It.. student All sales flnal 30 dim

tom

CAN
DEL TA

guarantee Day. 942-7736. Eve.
2934780.8k for Joe

HELP WANTED
NRING1
CRUISEt INES
Good
Pay
Car.,
Sumner

AIRLINES

Travel Call for gukle, ceased..
owerseer.c. (916)9444444 570
CLERK, PROCESS DONATIONS for
non-proff1 theatre filientaln data
be. No mtp nec 10 hr. 08 SS hr
Cali Alex Sydnor al 294-7595
COUNTER MEI P NEEDED for **lab
IMMO ethieelc club Appro. 16
Dour. per we. Call 296-1676
DRIVERS POSITIONS.. Part time-Avis
Rent A Car I. now sccepting applications al 11. San Jos. Airport
location Plieese imply at 1455
N F Airport Blvd between Nun
Old Ira Monday through Erldety
OPERATORS
NEEDED at VARIAN Full kr..
(FrIday, Saturday,
weeeend
Roque. US
Monday)

EXHAUST

PROC

technkal orienf.
citizenabip,
non and good record igereping
sielfs

Calf LIZ at 14151 493 tetra
owl 445
FITNESS INSTRUCTOR WANTED for
.tibbiterked athletic club’ Call
71141-1876
Type 40
FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE
WPM Willow Glefl Prow-lotion
rararrnacr An arks M-WF 3-7pm

AFFORDABLE

HOUSING. Neer San
Jose Slate for student. Don I
hassle parking, walk to school
nee utilities, monthly M. Fully
furnished color TV VCR and
housekeeping imovIte Shored or
single rooms evallable Office 72
N 5th St , call 996-0234

HOUSE TO SHARE In meet biome!
at.. I or 7 female non-srnkrs to
share 3 Wm. home 10 min trin
SJSU Walk to bus.
$275 mo & $335010
Call 729-3529

RESEARCH

research also avallable-oll

lovers
RESORT HOTEL S. CRLOSFI. INES. airIlms.irmusement pares. NOW cc cueing Implication. For informstIon & en applicetion. write
Nekonal Collegiate RecreetIon
Service, P0 Bos 8074, Hilton
Heed. S C 29918
RESTAURANT.. NOW HIRING opening and closing person 7430 hrs
per week, sorne weekend. Apply
P1 I Ittle Ca.ars, 1075 Tully Rd.
Pet Heilman. my 299 7000
Full
rime pan lime ell shifts We will
Iran Apply in person Mon Fri
9e1n-4(orn 260 Meridian An.. 54111

SECURITY

OFFICERS..

Jose. call 286-5660
STUDENT UNION JOBS’ Stan at $500
peg hour Apply in Director s Office on lop floor
TICKET DELIVERY. TWO hours per
day, 5 days. minimum wage plus
Call Mencueo
Image benefils
Trey. Al 9714118
WAITERS, BUSERS HOSTS NEEDED
for Fresco openings In SunnyveN
9. ...nonce retent Ierch
qua. Apply In person 2prn 4pm
Mon-Fd. 1103 f El Camino Real.
(406)164-7474 (415) 443-3A 70
WAITERS & WAITRESSES COCK TAII
HE t ...aka Nightclub. S 1st
SI Cell 28707974.1 impoint
$814R TO START. SANDWICH mak
era and maintenance positions
open between Ilarn 2 30prn flve

discount
Mat for 530 TRANQUILITY PLACE. 445 Washington
St. Sent. Clara. Ca
7700

HOUSING

shopping,
4111111.9

HUGE 2 bath, 2bdroi APT Sundeck,
closets, sec bldg I blk 1Pm SJSU
Perfect Ice 4 et $700 or 5175..
148 E WlltI.rrr et Mr, 287-5316
LARGE CI FAN QUIET COURTYARD
apt Mr students & proheeslonats
195 E Rood corn 5 Sth SI Call
ins 227-8238 $515 two
$400
dem
ONE BOR. APT one person no pots
54000,0 64 N I tlh St call Gary
at 793-4091. Security Bldg
QUIET SIXPLEX, Furnished 2 todna 1
M, 0500 mo
deposk for 2 person. 529 S 7th SI call 257761111
ROOMATES WANTED‘ 2 nonsmokers
to sMre qul.t lb. home in Campbell Full WM, welsher, dryer. NC
$325 ’no 1001 tells 377-1654
ROOMS & APARTMENTS to. rent"
Rooms from $250 no Bouttful
Victoden. pool & all Wilkie. Inch
Bloc* frrn SJSU Clean. qol.t. &
selte Call now-Chris At 971-4094
momIngs

16,278
to
PAPERS,
Ohm. from -all subtects Order
catalog today with VISA MC or
COD Toll 1r. hot km-80035T

YOU

days weekly. no ~rends Apply
at Sourdough Folory. 848 N First
St . San Jo.*

1970. DECORATOR APARTMENT..
CONDO style. 1 bedroom *veil able ice mature person L ong term
preferred Must be flmnclelly re
sponsible. cleen. quiet and sober
Only 551-553 S flth St . 7930969 287-2077 *Mr Span $450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY
14 BORM 4000 sq ft bklg for lee. 19
control area dlning rm, kitchen, 5
baths, by SJSU 266-1750

(400) 243-

Are , NC

HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shebbel dinners. perk.,
Sunday
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HONOR TRADITION QUESTION AUTHORITY TAU DEL TA PHI Ac
complish.l. Diver.. Dynamic’
SJSU s oldest scholastic honor
fraternity and producers of the
Tower 1151 invhers you to their
Spring Somali. Smolt., Feb 24
8 30 In the Spartan Memorial
For more informstion call St John
277-4396, Sendy 277-8557
or
111111,11 629-1261 Corn* meet us"
INSTANT CREDIT. NO credit check
No interest charge.’ You ere fay
ble. UnlimIted crodk lim erfth fclI
color cid1109. OCR. krireiry and
more FREE Information plane
write National Home Shopper..
Box 90359,5.0 Jose, C 95109
TAMMY
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1 30 DOW PASS BYE, KEVIN

SERVICES
BACKACHE? PALMER COLLEGE OF
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.cepling patients for FREE exarnimtlons & treatment, as pert of
o r.earch project if you hare
had low b.ir pain tom more Men
sir months A are 2045 yews old,
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plea.
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BARE CT AL I’ Stop shevIng. waxing,
tweezing or using chemical /Nola
tortes L et me permanently re
move your unwanted hair tchin
bikini, tummy. moustache. act
IS percent discount to students
and faculty Call before June i
987 end get your Mot awl et 1 2

of packages to choose from, all
reasonably priced By sppoini
mere (406)259-5941
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8311

price unwonted Heir Msappeers
With My Core Owen Chelgren
RE
559-3500.1645 S n416<0171
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HAIR SHOW MODELS needed March
7.8,9Ih Cuts, color., perms F.
InformetIon call (415487-2977

F DITORIAI
SERVICES
RE willIng
Thesis development preparation
Statistic. All hada Catalog Rev
keley (415) 576-4957. 641-5036
FE Ifs is M. ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN PROJECT due and you have
no 111111,411<1111 for ideas or what to
build? SHI Ekoctronks Is com
netted to offer low coat coneult
Mg needs for the *WOW Cali
deys 942’7736. Eve. 743-47110
ask for Joe
CLINIC"
ECTROI YSIS
UNWANTED HAM removed forever
Confldential
335 5 Barrow
ve Sen Jo.. call 247-7486 to,
appointment
IBM

WORD PFFIFECT TUTOR, my
home Morn 299-2784, eves 788
2554, sok for Evelyn Storm

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened, rekeying, locks & deedboks Inslotted, master keying Call 900
to 000 Mon ?Mu Sat (Sun by
spat only) iicensed-bondewmo
bite 10% discount on labor with
Special ref. for senior
citizens. SJSU students, alert A
faculty FREE estimates EMER
GENGHIS ANYTIME. COI Ron
Hughes. Evergreen Locksmith &

this Id

Secteay Services, 270-3277. Son
Jose All wort guarenleoci
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOG
RAPHY by SJSU grad Cherish
your prkele. memories forever
Budget and debt. packages
10
avalieble Complimentary 8
when you crank., this ad For
appointment call Paul
Smith Photography at 256-1379

FREE

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUIIRIAN Distinctive portraiture
with
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Campus
Program Board
collects delayed
concert payment
PROGRAM BOARD, from page I
money, Alexander said.
Stan Kent, One Step Beyond
owner, said this was due to a mix-up
with the BASS ticket agency, in
charge of distributing the money.
"BASS then sent the check to us
and we deposited it. Thars where the
problems began hut we did attempt to
set up a meeting with the program
board.
Kent said that the club did send a
check to the A.S. Business Office during the winter break. Although the
check never arrived. Alexander and
Lenart acknowledged they had seen a
copy of it.
"We sent one (check) over the
Christmas period down to the A.S.
Business Office hut for some reason
the check was returned to our office."
Kent said. "It then sat here until one
of our staff members re -deposited it
into the hank.
"We were so busy with work that
we did not put a high priority on it."
Kent said "But as soon as it was
brought I,) our attention, we took care
of
he said
Alexander agreed that One Step
Beyond took the proper steps.
Yet to reach this point, the A.S.
sought legal advice and filed a corn-

Friday. February 20. 1987/Spartan Daily

Dorm residents try to cope without running water

plaint in court. Boothe said
"If there are legal pt)ssibilities it
is prudent to file." he said. "As of
Monday. we still didn’t know it we
were going to have to go to court But
an agreement has been reached and the
court hearing has been canceled...
The concert, which was held at
the San Jose Civic Auditorium, was a
inancial loss It both parties
An estimated ’1.) 3.1.341.rni was
spent lor Ilk. c% cot. but only $22.844
as brought in. Lenart said.
One Step Beyond and the program hoard had agreed to split the expenses equally. By mid -Nov ember,
the expenditures of both [motes had
been totaled It was then discovered
that One Step Beyond owed the program hoard
Despite the problems. the program hoard would not elimiate One
Step Beyond as a future co-sponsor.
Alexander said.
Neither would Kent
’It was an unlommate experience, and a learning experience.’’ he
said. "In the future. I will not assume
that things are being taken care of internally. But, I think Mai One Step Beyond and San Jose State can work illgether again.’’

DORMS, from page I
This is the second tune this semester
that the dorms have been left without water
for a 24-hour period.
Both the Jan. 27 and Wednesday’s
shut -offs were due to water pipe problems.
Dorm residents have been unable to
flush toilets, turn on water, or take showers
since Wednesday, said Jerry Raymond, an
advertising senior and West Hall resident.
In the Dining Commons. residents
were only offered milk to drink.
"If you’re allergic to milk, you’re out
of luck." said Lisa Urso, a public relations
junior and West Hull resident.
at
Caine
residents
Relief
for
I a.m. yesterday when water was restored
((ant.,
to
catch
many
resiuntil
just in time
dents in the showers.
Residents have been told to use the
showers and bathrooms in Spartan Complex

until the water is turned hack on. said
Louise Marangolo, service desk representative of SJSU’s Facilities Development and
Operations.
Residents were informed of Wednesday’s planned I p.m. to 5 p.m. shut-off on
Tuesday . only 24 hours before the shut-off.
Some residents continued to use the
toilets after the water shut-off, leaving them
clogged, a resident said.
"The bathroom really smells." said
Charon Ustick. a Radio/TV junior and
Markham Hall resident. "It’s gross."
"People don’t understand that this is
our home and we have to live with this.
Bully Kuykendall, an undeclared freshman
and West Hall resident said.
Water was expected to he restored it)
both the residence halls and the Dining
Commons by 2 pin, yesterday -- and
wasn’t

Pipe breaks at Rec Center site
REC CENTER, from page I
The Dining Conunons, a facility providing meals for
more than 2,(KX) residents. was also without water as of yesterday afternoon. "It’s causing big problems... said Dining
Commons Director Bob Woodward.
"The water went off the first nme Wednesday afternoon, so we were without for that night.s dinner It didn’t
come on again until after midnight." Wisidward said.
"It didn’t matter though, because the water was shui
off again early (yesterday). Since it was not available tor the
last two days, we can’t get anything done. We’ve been having to run across the street with garbage cans to transpoo
water," he said.
The lack of water supply makes Wa,11111g dishes and
cookware a difficult task, so the Dining Commons is using
paperware They are also using as little water as possible for
cooking. Woodward said.

Volleyball coach provides ESPN color

Dick Montgomery
. . Voilevhallowch

COACH, from page 1
Maguire, Dick Vitale. and Toni Hein son to see what they do as color commentators. "
During the week. Montgomery
will also watch volleyball tapes from
his own team as well as from the
Olympics.
Although he has coached at SJSU
for six year% and at the college level
for a total of 13 years. Montgomery.
has neser announced a game.
"I’ll he winging it." he said.
"But it should he fun."

Montgomery first became interested in the position when the league
was founded last year.
’NCAA rules lorhid me from
coaching in the league, hut I told the
owners of the league that I was interested in doing the color commentary
he said.
"It should he a great experience.
he said. "I’ve done enough in front of
the camera that I should base MUM insight."
Montgomery has been assured he
will work at least the 111.1 two of the
10 scheduled tele% im:k1
league’.

Rubber
runners
don’t show

games.
"They ’11 he try tug me out for the
first two games and. if I do a good
enough job, I imagine they’ll keep
me." he said.
Among the teams that Montgomery could eventually cover is the San
Francisco, San Jose ( ioldiggers. it team
that features three ))f his lormer players - - Chrism Cook. Lisa Ice, and
Terri DeBusk But Montgomery believes he w ill not be pawl
’If am Ming. 1.11 he harder on
theni.. be said. ’’I know what they are
capable ot "

1986 Maier Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, WI

CONDOM WEEK, from page I
the attendance of both the thathalon
and Tuesday’s safe-sex workshop.
"This campus is a lot more conservative
or apathetic
than I
thought," she said. "Maybe it’s a
little of both."
Ladao said that similar Condom
Week activities did well at Stanford
University. University of California at
Berkeley, and other campuses.
Only about a dozen people attended the lecture given by sexologist
Clark Taylor. Ladao said that Taylor’s
lectures at other campuses were almost
filled to capacity. After leaving SJSU.
Taylor went to a crowd of 800 at San
Francisco State University, she said.
"I guess AIDS isn’t that major ot
a topic in San Jose." Ladao said
’People here have that ’It’s -not
going-to-happen -to-me’ attitude. Real
ity hasn’t set in on the AIDS issue and
this proves it," she said.
During the events,
condoms and white envelopes , on
taming pamphlets and condoms %WIC
passed to students in front of the Stu
dent Union.
Each of the packets had a dis
claimer taped to the hack:
"Please Note: National Condom
Week at San Jose State University
does not promote sexual achy ity but
offers an alternative means oi birth
control and self-protection for those
who choose to have sex."
Ladao said she did not want any one to he offended by the condoms or
the accompanying literature so she
chose to put the note on the hacks ot
the envelopes.
"I wasn’t sure about the climate
of San Jose." said Ladao. "I didn’t
know how people would take it."
She said San Diego State I’m,. CI
sky distributed condoms with a similar
statement.
"A lot of people are still emhar
rassed about touching a condom or
using it in this way.’’ said Ladao.

Credit union
waiting for
two signatures
CREDIT UNION, from rage I
union will pay $120 a month for (he
non -commerical operation. With I 2))
square feet of space in the business 01 rice allocated for the credit union. it
will pay a dollar a foot.
This is in line with the rates lor.
other credit unions in the area, said
Nigel Mur nigh. president of the credit
union.
"Credit unions around North
cents a
First Street pay between
foot and $2. 15 a Min..’ he said.
With the exception of the custodial service which will he provided by
the Student Union, all additional fee.
will he paid by the credit union.
(Inc of the continuing questions
about the credit union is whether it can
adopt the name A.S. Washington
Square Federal Credit Union
Boothe and credit union chairman
of the hoard Mike McLellan have both
raised interest in having the name
changed after it is approved.
John Francis. the lawyer for the
auxiliary organwations, has said the
name change is possible. Boothe said.

TAPACANADRAFT.
Just pull the tab and pour yourself a mug of fresh, smooth draft beer.
Miller Genuine Draft is real draft beer in bottles and now cans.
Like all real draft beers, it’s not heat-pasteurized.
Instead, kis cold-filtered to give you the freshness and smoothness
of draft beer straight from the keg.

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT. IT’S BEER AT ITS BEST.

